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The Teatro Carpa Nacional.
In the 1930s, the Spanish speaking people in Falfurrias met at the Teatro Carpa
Nacional to watch movies. The popular Carpa Nacional thrived in a
neighborhood called “Mexiquito”, on Coldwell and Edward Streets, near the
highway to Hebbronville. Admission was 20¢ adults, 10¢ older children, and 5¢
kids under the age of ten. Its owner, Rumualdo Guerra, exhibited many Mexican
movies supplied by the Latin American Film Exchange of San Antonio. In 1937,
for example, it offered El vuelo de la muerte followed by the super-production
¡Vámonos con Pancho Villa! Attendance to the Carpa Nacional reached an all-time
high in June and Mr. Guerra had to expand the facilities to accommodate more
people. The theater now seated 700 people. Live shows included a personal
appearance of Eva García and Arturo Vázquez. Also, noted Mexican composer
and actor Lorenzo Barcelata visited Falfurrias and performed at the Carpa. The
theater counted on a well-planned publicity strategy that started in the pages of
the newspaper Falfurrias Facts. This weekly publication began to have a section in
Spanish with local news and business ads.

At the beginning of 1938, the theater announced one of the biggest hits in
Spanish: Jalisco nunca pierde. It played for four days, exceeding the two-day run
for standard movies. The appeal of this film, which depicted ranch life and
Mexican music and folklore, made the manager of the Nacional to bring it back
six months later. Complementing the Mexican features, serials such as Tarzan,
Lone Eagles or Ace Drumond were also advertised. Magicians also showed up at
the Carpa. One of the most popular was Justiniani. This mysterious man came to
Falfurrias and left audiences perplexed with his acts of mind transmission and
hypnosis. Every once in a while, the Carpa held special benefit shows to raise
funds for the Parroquial School.
Frequently, the theater served as a center for patriotic celebrations. One
important date was “Cinco de Mayo”, a celebration of the defeat of the French by
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A sample of the ads the Teatro Carpa Nacional used to run in local newspapers.

Two unidentified ladies; the Teatro Carpa Nacional is in the background. – (Image courtesy of Dr.
Cecilia Aros Hunter)
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the Mexican army in 1862. The “Comisión Honorífica Mexicana” of Falfurrias
organized the festivities, and Rumualdo Guerra, owner of the Carpa Nacional,
helped out. In 1938, the “Cinco de Mayo” celebration brought to the Carpa an
estimated 2,000 persons. The program of the festivities included the singing of
the Mexican and American anthems, several patriotic speeches, dance
performances of the “Jarabe Tapatío”, and the exhibition of two documentaries:
Villa y Zapata and México atleta. According to the local newspaper, this last film
showcased several athletic parades. More importantly, it “helped and will help
to get rid of the image and false impression of our México.”(Falfurrias Facts, May
13, 1938.)
Singer Lydia Mendoza appeared in person at the Carpa Nacional in April 1939.
Also performing were the members of the Mendoza family. After the show, the
film La serpiente roja played on the screen.
On May 7, 1940, a fire destroyed most of the Teatro Carpa Nacional. Interestingly
enough, a series of similar accidents occurred that week in Falfurrias. The
newspaper reported that the firemen did not have enough water and had to wait
until the hoses were connected to the McIntyre station. Before the firemen
arrived, people in the audience helped to carry the projection equipment outside
of the tent. The damage caused by the fire was estimated at $800. (Falfurrias Facts,
May 10, 1940.)
Unrelenting, Rumualdo Guerra patched up his theater and got ready to
commemorate “Diez y Seis de Septiembre” that same year by screening the short
film Así es México. Nearly 1,500 people attended the show that included patriotic
speeches and the performance of typical Mexican dances. Yet the bad luck
continued to plague this business. During the final days of 1940, the Carpa was
ravaged by violent winds and was forced to close. Juan Monsivais, a friend of
Mr. Guerra who owned a show in Kenedy, Texas, organized a fundraiser to help
rebuild the Teatro Carpa. Mr. Guerra gave thanks publicly to all the people that
attended the fundraiser and especially to Monsivais and Sheriff J.A. Grimes.
(Falfurrias Facts, January 10, 1941.)
In spite of all the efforts to keep it open, the Teatro Carpa Nacional of Rumualdo
Guerra closed for good in September 1941. Immediately, Stout Jackson came
from Robstown and erected a new tent theater just across the street. The new
Carpa was located on Coldwell and Huisache Streets. One of the first films that
played here was the musical México lindo. The large proceeds of this exhibition
covered the expenses for the local festivities of “Diez y Seis de Septiembre.”
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Note about the 5 de Mayo celebration at the Teatro Carpa Nacional.

A view of of a 16 de Septiembre night at the Teatro Carpa Nacional.
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Stout Jackson and his theaters.
For more than three decades, T.J. Stout Jackson and his wife, Beatrice Jackson,
were active in the business of Spanish-language entertainment in Robstown,
Kingsville, Falfurrias and Alice. Before the coming of television, the area’s
Hispanic population took pleasure in going to the movies. Particularly,
customers enjoyed gathering in a place where they felt at ease; a movie or
vaudeville under a circus tent was a real treat. The relaxed atmosphere had a lot
to do with the success of these carpas. As Mr. Jackson used to say, “The people
like to go to a tent; they like to go to the circus. The lower class people, you
know, the cotton pickers and all those kind of people, they don’t like to be in a
nice theater. They like to go where they can spit and eat and everything.” (Chris
Strachwitz w/James Nicolopulos, Lydia Mendoza: A Family Autobiography,
Houston, Arte Público Press (1993), p. 264.)
From the very beginning, Jackson became acquainted with the lifestyles and
tastes of Tejanos. This knowledge enabled him to design and build the carpas that
became his trademark.
A tent is the genesis of Stout Jackson theatres, but he isn’t content with
that. First, a welded-pipe framework is set up, next a roof of asbestos tile
and floor of concrete, then an acoustically-treated ceiling. A substantial
steel, concrete and asbestos structure finally emerges, seating from 2,000
persons at Robstown to 3,000 at Kingsville. Only at Falfurrias is the tent
alone holding forth. All of these theatres have one thing in common:
canvas at every side can be rolled up for the wind to blow through. “Airconditioning is unhealthy,” he avers. “There’s nothing like good fresh
air.”(The Caller Times, Corpus Christi, Texas. 15 June 1947.)
Thomas Jefferson Stout Jackson was born in 1890, near Perrin, Texas, which is
seventy miles northwest of Fort Worth. At age 20, he joined a circus and began to
tour the United States as the “World’s Strongest Man.” He specialized in unusual
feats of strength. Jackson’s greatest feat “was the 6,470-pound lift made up of
twelve 500-pound bales of cotton plus the 470-pound platform on which they
rested.” According to his wife, “He practiced about a month on that one,
working out at a cotton gin at Lubbock. When he’d finally built up to the 12 bales
he called a photographer and had a picture taken.”(The Caller Times, ibid.)
During one of Jackson’s visits to Robstown, he met Ramiro Cortés, a booking
agent for the Latin American Films Exchange, a company that was based in San
Antonio. Noticing the dearth of Spanish-language entertainment in town, this
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businessman proposed a deal to Jackson: “Why don’t you set up your tent over
here in Robstown, buy a couple of projectors and have somebody show movies
in it. I’ll give you the pictures. I’ll send you the motion pictures on a percentage
basis.” (Chris Strachwitz w/James Nicolopulos, Lydia Mendoza: A Family
Autobiography, Houston, Arte Público Press (1993), p. 264.) Thus began Jackson’s
carpa theater trade in the area. It was 1935, and the former strongman sold his
property in Lubbock and moved to Robstown. One of the first Mexican films
shown at this Teatro Carpa was the drama Chucho el Roto, a story recounting the
life of a man that steals money from the rich and gives it to the poor.
The Jackson entertainment business grew substantially in the thirties. Already
with three tent theaters in 1939, the carpas were promoted in the pages of San
Antonio’s La Prensa. An ad published in March of that year, announced the
personal appearance of Cuban singer and film star Juan José Martínez Casado.
This popular artist, who debuted in México’s first sound movie, Santa, and made
many more box-office hits, was doing a series of presentations in the area. The
Jackson circuit started in Robstown, with a show on Monday, and then it
continued to Kingsville for a presentation on Thursday and finally to the Alice
theater for a big Sunday performance. The following month, Jorge Negrete, who
was already becoming a popular singer and actor, performed at the Teatros
Carpa in these three cities. (La Prensa. San Antonio, Texas. 23 April 1939.)
Jackson traveled to México City frequently and made deals there to bring some
of the most popular artists to his theaters in Texas. Because the only hotel in
Robstown did not accept Mexicans, he erected a two-story building “that acted
as both a dressing room and sleeping quarters for the artists.” Author Kimberly
Ayn Beckwith wrote that the Jackson family business was run very efficiently.
Stout charged ten cents for children and fifteen cents for adults. For
several years, Jackson’s son would collect the money every night from the
distant theaters and return to Robstown. The theater staff and Beatrice
Jackson would often be up until two or three in the morning counting and
rolling all the coins they had collected the night before. It was a common
sight to see Stout carrying a valise filled with two to three hundred
pounds of coins to the bank on Mondays. (Kimberly Ayn Beckwith,
“Thomas Jefferson Stout Jackson: Texas Strongman”, in Iron Game History,
vol. 3, no. 2, p. 13.)
The nearby town of Falfurrias offered an opportunity for Jackson to establish
another tent theater. After the closure of Rumualdo Guerra’s Teatro Carpa
Nacional, this town was left without Spanish-language spectacle. So, it didn’t
take long for Jackson to open another Carpa here, becoming the fourth theater in
his circuit. The Falfurrias show could seat 500 people and it charged 18¢ for
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Stout Jackson performing one of his daring weightlifting acts. (Image courtesy of Dr. Cecilia Aros
Hunter).

Stout Jackson, his wife Beatrice, Argentinean actress Amanda Ledesma, and Pedro Infante, with
some local girls during a luch offered to the artists. (Image courtesy of Lt. Craig M. Edge).
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adults and 9¢ for children. The Jackson Tent played many first-run movies
obtained from Clasa-Mohme distributors in San Antonio. The movie rentals
called for a 30% to 50% commission for the distributor. Second-run movies were
at a fixed price of $17.50. Sometimes the rain affected the business. A María Félix
movie, La mujer de todos, was supposed to play on January 25-26, 1948, but it got
cancelled due to extreme cold and rain.
In 1942, the 600-seat Kingsville Carpa charged 18¢ for adults and 9¢ for children.
Movies like Amanecer ranchero; La abuelita and Allá en el trópico appealed to the
masses and became box office hits. Another outstanding film shown here in 1943
was ¡Ay Jalisco no te rajes!, a folkloric picture starring Jorge Negrete, Gloria Marín
and child actress Evita Muñoz “Chachita.” The theater made more than $300 in
ticket sales on a Sunday-Monday run. This did not count of course concession
sales. Usually, an average Spanish-language picture made around $180 at the box
office. The Jorge Negrete movie had all the ingredients to please the crowd:
catchy tunes, virile machos, romance and funny situations. Only another film
with “Chachita” came close to this record-breaking gross: Morenita clara, a drama
playing here a year later. (Clasa-Mohme Theater Records. Agrasánchez Film
Archive, Harlingen, Texas.)
Clasa-Mohme records indicate that there was a theater in Kingsville called the
Iris, which exhibited Mexican films in the fall of 1946. It is not known the name of
its owner. Also, this distribution company holds records of a “Carpa Azteca”
operating in Three Rivers; its owner in 1946 was Jack Reflogal. This theater had a
16 mm projector. Stout Jackson appeared as its owner in January of 1949. But the
records show that he rented only two movies from Clasa-Mohme. The second
one was not even shown because of rain and cold weather. Apparently, the
business was not successful. (Ibid.)
Jackson’s Teatro Carpa in Kingsville remained a very popular spot for Hispanics
in the forties and fifties. During and after World War II, the population in the
area increased substantially. The demand for cheap labor attracted thousands of
people from Mexico, both as Braceros and as illegal workers. This seasonal
population benefited the theater business. According to Hipólito Rodríguez, who
had a job in the Carpa in the summer of 1946, the theater registered at this time
the highest turnout.
One Saturday night he counted over 3,000 people in attendance. He recalls
that people showed enthusiasm for Mr. Jackson when he would go up
before the audience, and people liked to thank him personally by shaking
hands. Mr. Rodríguez remembers that El Teatro Carpa was the only
theater that welcomed Hispanics –the theater in downtown Kingsville
would not admit Hispanics. Besides selling the traditional candy and
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other refreshments, tamales were sold outside the theater. A concession
stand for candies and other food was set up just inside the door. A special
attraction was when Jackson gave away $25 and $30 bags of groceries
during the night of entertainment. Occasionally, Mr. Jackson would
perform himself –making the night more entertaining. One of his favorite
tricks was allowing three men to stand on either side of him and pull on a
rope tied around his neck. (Joel García, “El Teatro Carpa: Stout Jackson’s
Theater” in Historic Kingsville, Texas. 24 (1994).)
A 1948 letter found in the Clasa-Mohme Papers appears with a letterhead: “Stout
Jackson Tent Theatres, the world’s largest and finest equipped.” Mrs. Beatrice
Jackson and her sister, Mrs. Bess Taulbee, were in charge of running the theaters
at this time. Writing to the head of the Clasa-Mohme distributor in San Antonio,
Mrs. Taulbee described the toils experienced by the employees of the Jackson’s
show business:
Checks and reports are enclosed. I am sorry I have been so long sending in
the reports, Mr. Dunlap. I have been working overtime and had to slow
up a little, I hope you don’t mind. My hands were so swollen I had to go
see the doctor, and he said all I needed was a little rest. He asked me what
I had been doing: taking care of [the theater in] Falfurrias, driving the car,
using the adding machine, and working every night at the show tearing
tickets. I told Mr. Jackson that I was making about ten out of myself and
had to stop for a few days. (M.H. Taulbee to Gordon B. Dunlap, 30 May
1948.)
Mrs. Taulbee also told the film distributor that paying 37% of the box office gross
for film rental was prohibitive and that the business could not operate on these
terms. The Clasa-Mohme executives gave some thought to this thorny situation:
A 37% film rental is not too much for a theatre to pay if they operate every
day; however, in the case of the Jacksons a certain part of their overhead is
dead in the days on which they do not operate and in all fairness that
should be taken into account, also. In principle, I am in agreement that no
theatre should operate without a profit, especially the Stout Jackson
Theatres as they have now improved them. This shows that whatever
money they did make out of the business is going back into it, so that the
pictures can make more money and continue to improve their theatres;
therefore, they should have every consideration. (CM Papers. Gustav
Mohme to Gordon B. Dunlap, 15 June 1948.)
The Jackson tent theaters in Robstown, Kingsville, and Falfurrias seemed to be
doing fine. But the Teatro Carpa in Alice closed due to problems with the town’s
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One of the letters sent to Clasa-Mohme by Mrs. Taulbee; notice the
‘Stout Jackson Tent Theaters’ nice logo. (Clasa Mohme files, AFA).

A view of the Scout Jackson tent theater in Falfurrias as it was in 1996. - AFA
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authorities. According to one source, “The Alice city officials drove Stout out of
town by making and enforcing building regulations after Stout threw one of the
city officials’ rowdy sons out of the theater and into a ditch by his hair one
night.” (Kimberly Ayn Beckwith, “Thomas Jefferson Stout Jackson: Texas
Strongman”, in Iron Game History, Vol 3, n. 2, January 1994, p. 14.)
Other places of entertainment in Falfurrias at this time were an English-language
movie house, the Cactus Theater, in addition to the American Legion Hall, a
popular dancing floor. The Cactus Theater began to show Spanish-language
films in the summer of 1947. Its owner, R.N. Smith, had several movie spots in
the region. Second-run Mexican pictures were very popular at the Cactus. Some
of the films programmed every Tuesday during the summer were: Amanecer
ranchero, Soy puro mexicano and Ay Jalisco no te rajes!.
On October 20, 1948 the new hardtop Teatro Alameda opened in Falfurrias. Its
owners, Mr. M.H. Taulbee and Mr. Jackson, decorated it profusely with beautiful
tile depicting images of Mexican country life. A western film, El jinete fantasma,
was programed for the inauguration and singer “La Torcacita” performed
alongside the “Mariachi Perla de Occidente.” This movie played the Carpa
circuit the following two days at Kingsville and Robstown. It was brought back
to Falfurrias in December and had a successful showing on a Sunday, making
$147 at the box office. But the theater registered the biggest grosses with Pedro
Infante’s pictures: Los tres García, Vuelven los García and Soy charro de Rancho
Grande, which made Sunday receipts soar to $223, $194 and $263 respectively.
The film distributor helped pay for the theater’s advertising, deducting $13.50
from the film rental.
Live attractions were indispensable for theaters. At the end of 1949, Kingsville’s
Teatro Jackson announced the appearance of Spanish singer Rosario Durcal and
the “Trío Los Conquistadores”, who provided the music for Durcal’s show.
Pictures of the Trío dressed in charro costumes were displayed in newspaper
advertising. This image alone assured of a successful turnout that evening at the
Teatro Jackson, even if Miss Durcal was not a well-known star. Throughout
December, the theater gave away prizes to its clientele. The local newspaper, for
example, reported that Adela Vera had won a set of dishware in a raffle. To
celebrate Father’s Day, the theater set aside one day of the week to invite all
parents to come with their children for a special evening highlighted by “Un
concurso de comer pasteles y por la pantalla una bonita película” (a cake-eating
contest for children and the showing of a nice movie). (Notas de Kingsville, 29
December 1949, and 7 June 1951.)
The Cactus Theater in Falfurrias had been playing second-run Spanish-language
films on Tuesdays. After 1951, it added a Wednesday playdate for its Mexican
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clientele. Later on, it moved the Spanish-language films to Thursdays and
Fridays, charging 25¢ adults and 9¢ kids. In the summer of 1955, the Cactus
showed Yo maté a Rosita Alvírez, a charro movie with singer Luis Aguilar and the
attractive María Luisa Zea. The program also included a newsreel or “Revista
Mexicana.” On the same week, this theater played the Hollywood films House of
Wax and Naked Spur, followed by a cartoon and a serial chapter of Jesse James.
Every year, Stout Jackson made improvements to his theaters. In Kingsville, he
upgraded the Teatro Carpa, which was located on the corner of Alice and
Twelfth Street. The local Spanish-language paper reported that an acoustics
system and a new ceiling was being installed in the theater. (Notas de Kingsville.
16 February 1950.)
This exhibitor faced a stiff competition from drive-ins in 1950, when Joseph and
Kyle, Inc., owners of the two open-air theaters in Kingsville, began to show
Spanish-language movies in one of them. The local newspaper announced a
program of Mexican films for the Hi-Way Drive-In every Thursday evening,
starting on November 2. This entertainment spot accommodated 200 cars and
played films that were previously shown at the Jackson Theater at cheaper
admission prices.
Jackson had to be competitive by all means. On the same day that Joseph and
Kyle announced the new Spanish-language policy for their drive-in, Stout
publicized the improvements made to the local Teatro Carpa. The newspaper
Notas de Kingsville made known that the projection equipment had been brought
up to date: “The theater is the largest in the United States showing Spanishlanguage films… and has now been furnished with the most expensive and best
machines in the world”. Mr. Jackson invited all the people in Kingsville to come
and “hear and see the difference in the pictures that are being shown”. (Notas de
Kingsville. 19 October 1950.)
In addition to the regular Mexican films, the Teatro Carpa would also advertise
special features for adults. To draw more people to the Wednesday show, the
American movie Skid Row played in the summer of 1950. A newspaper ad read:
“Adults 50¢. No children under 16”. A year later, the theater showed Secrets of a
Model, billed as “Daringly modern! Private lives of glamorous girls in glittering
Hollywood… laid bare!” Only in small letters the ad said it was a lesson and a
warning for everyone. Adult audiences paid fifty cents to see this movie,
compared to the regular 30 cent charged for a Mexican feature. These sexy
movies stirred public opinion. For example, in May of 1951 the Club of Catholic
Ladies from the San Martín Parish protested the exhibition of “indecent
pictures”. They planned a boycott to this movie. Their strategy consisted in
displaying condemnatory posters in several commercial establishments and even
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One of the Mexican tile decorations at the Teatro Alameda’s façade

The Teatro Alameda as it looked in 1995, shortly before demotilion.
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standing at the door of the theater to prevent people from entering. The religious
group said that this was not the only movie that was immoral; other films shown
at the Carpa should also be repudiated. All Mexicans, they added, ought to
protest such spectacles. (Notas de Kingsville. 24 Msy 1951.)
Anyone familiar with the current theater fare would probably recognize those
movies with provocative titles. For example, during the first five months of 1951
the Jackson Theater played several melodramas with titles such as Opio,
Vagabunda, Callejera, Hipócrita, Amor de la calle, La venus de fuego, La virgen desnuda,
and others. But none of these pictures was considered too wild or excessive.
Most films revealed the sensational story of a once-virtuous young woman that is
exploited by a gangster. The cabaret and the dancing hall usually provided the
background to these movies, which had plenty of musical numbers. Besides, the
Teatro Carpa also exhibited an array of comedies such as Las tandas del Principal,
Sólo Veracruz es bello, and Rondalla, which were the regular entertainment for
families. It even played the religious film Felipe de Jesús, complemented by the
Hollywood feature Hellfire.
But the picture that really ignited the Catholic ladies was the English-language
Secrets of a Model. The publicity ad for this film exhibited at the Carpa had all the
ingredients to stir up the passions. Thus the offended ladies called for a boycott
of the “dirty” movie and placed a list of the condemned films at the doors of the
Catholic Church. They wanted the owners of the theater to change their policy
and exhibit only “clean pictures”.
(Ibid.)
Despite the opinion of religious people, the Teatro Carpa as well as other theaters
in the area showed every once in a while “For adults only” pictures. An ad with
these three words was the best formula for attracting the crowds. At the
beginning of 1952, for instance, the Alameda Theater of Falfurrias announced A
Night at the Follies, starring Evelyn West as “The original Hubba Hubba girl”.
Newspaper advertising displayed a scantily clad Miss West and explained: “Joy
is busting out all over and Evelyn is busting all box-office records.” (Falfurrias
Facts, January 24, 1952.)
That same year Kingsville’s Teatro Carpa exhibited El derecho de nacer, making an
amazing $1,590 for that day. According to business records, the theater sold 3,273
adult tickets at 42¢ and 1,026 children tickets at 21¢. Of the more than 170 Texas
theaters that showed El derecho de nacer, the Carpa at Kingsville was number
fifteen in the importance of receipts for the movie. Robstown’s Teatro Carpa
ranked eighth, with $2,472 earned in two days at the same admission prices. In
Falfurrias, the Alameda made $1,101 also on a two-day playdate. (Clasa-Mohme
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Theater Records.) Thus it is relatively easy to imagine the size of the crowd that
attended these showings.
El derecho de nacer had been a very popular radio serial. It was cleverly advertised
making use of phrases such as: “Following the highest moral standards of the
Catholic Church”, and giving out part of the story, which was about “a Cuban
doctor that is visited by a young woman who whishes to renounce her unborn
child; he refuses to comply with her request and [then proceeds] to impress her
with the sacredness of motherhood.” (Clasa-Mohme Papers. Box Office Tonic
publicity.)
One of the employees at the Alameda Theater of Falfurrias was Alberto Huerta,
who at an early age learned how to operate the projectors and run the movies.
He worked there for four years until 1956 when he went back to school. During
an interview, Mr. Huerta remembered those days at the Alameda.
Stout Jackson used to send someone from the radio station to do the
publicity for the theater. The program was announced by driving around
the Mexican barrio and using a loudspeaker. Mr. Jackson loved to eat
watermelons. He would sit outside the theater and eat them. There are
some photos that show him giving watermelons to visiting Mexican
artists. There used to be a small trailer just outside of the Alameda (on the
empty lot next to it), where they sold hamburgers. But in the theater there
was a concession run by Elsie Gaines, who was frequently upset because
the people would first buy their food outside the theater. She would not
let anyone come in with outside food. She made ham sandwiches for the
patrons of the Alameda. She and her husband, Frank Gaines, lived on the
second floor of the theater. He was the manager; Mr. Jackson hired him to
take care of the theater. Lots of children went to the Alameda. Their
parents would drop them off at the theater and gave them money for
tickets and candies. So, the concession was good business. (Alberto Huerta
interviewed by author, 28 May 2004.)

The Jackson theaters began losing money in 1958. Beatrice Jackson wrote a
desperate letter to one of the film distributors. She asked a very pointed question
to Clasa-Mohme’s Gordon Dunlap: “Is it possible to get a reduction in film
rentals or shall we be forced to close? I have borrowed $4,000 this past month to
pay delinquent taxes in each location [Robstown, Kingsville, Falfurrias].” She
continued, “If I can’t get some help from the film companies I am going to sell
out or close up. I’m breaking my health and I’m tired… This is 24 years for me
and it’s 16 hours a day on my feet and I have really tried to give the public more
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than they expected.” After reading this letter, the head of the San Antonio
film exchange asked for instructions to his superior in Los Angeles.
[Mrs. Jackson’s] theatres, particularly in Robstown and Kingsville, are
being hammered by Spanish language drive-in theatres (there are two in
Robstown and one in Kingsville), which on account of their volume prices
of so much per carload are hurting her business very greatly. Of course,
there are so many good reasons for the bad situation that it isn’t fair to
blame it all on the drive-ins. I would like to recommend to you that for the
balance of 1958 we should cut our percentage terms by 5% in every
bracket in an effort to help these theatres survive. I don’t think this will be
enough, but anything would help. (Clasa-Mohme Papers. Dunlap to Juan
Bueno. 27 October 1958.)
This reduction from 30% to 25% in film rentals might have been made effective
for Robstown and Kingsville. But the Alameda at Falfurrias continued with the
same policy of 30% for the regular features and 50% for the special pictures. One
of the most successful movies played here was the drama of the Revolution La
Cucaracha, starring María Félix, Dolores del Río, and Pedro Armendáriz. In the
fall of 1960, the Alameda played this film making over $500 at the box office. This
gross figure was split at 50% between the distributor and the exhibitor.
The manager of the San Antonio branch of Clasa-Mohme, Gordon B. Dunlap,
had become very familiar with the theaters in this area. The business practices of
Stout Jackson were described in a letter that Dunlap wrote to the head of ClasaMohme in Los Angeles, California.
This company has progressively reduced its terms for pictures to the
extent that the three Jackson theatres should be comfortable. We also do
things for this Circuit that we do for no other theatre, such as allowing a
deduction for “advertising” of $13.50 from the top receipts of every
preview picture and we also permit a similar deduction of $19.00 to cover
the rental of an English language feature which is played on the double
bill. The result is that we often receive ridiculous rentals for our first-run
pictures presented as previews...
You see, this all goes back some seventeen years, more or less. When big
pictures were previewed like Ay Jalisco, no te rajes or Así se quiere en Jalisco,
Mr. Jackson would order a substantial number of window cards and also
several thousand handbills for each town and he would tell us that the
cost would run in the neighborhood of $13.50 per theatre. In fact, at the
very beginning the records show that they used to take off, as advertising
deductions, $7.25, this having started on February 25, 1942, with Cuando
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los hijos se van, and it was later that he got the allowance up to $13.50 per
town.
I have for many years suspected that he does not spend this kind of
money, but the policy has been established for so long that I prefer to do
nothing about it since they are always crying that they are losing money.
This brings me to another important consideration. It is my opinion that
most of the failure of the Jackson Circuit can be ascribed to the stubborn
attitude of Stout Jackson in his refusal to increase his admission prices. For
many years he has charged 25¢ for adults in Jackson Theatre, Robstown,
and Jackson Theatre, Kingsville, and 30¢ for adults in the Alameda
Theatre, Falfurrias. The admission price everywhere for children is 10¢.
People have tried to persuade him that he should be getting more for the
pictures. He only answers by saying that the people stayed by him during
the Depression (going back to 1929-31) and he intended to stay with them
afterwards. It does no one any good to suggest that he raise his prices.
Although... it appears that at long last they are thinking of going up on
their admission prices after January 1st [1960].
A few weeks ago, Mrs. Jackson called at this office for the first time in
several years. We discussed the situation and I tried to give her some hope
for the future. However, she told me that her husband is so obdurate and
stiff-necked that he will not charge over 5¢ for a bag of popcorn and still
charges 5¢ for Coca Cola and things like that, whereas everybody else in
the territory gets 10¢ and 15¢ for soft drinks and 10¢ and up for popcorn,
etc. He won’t even let himself make any money in the Concession
Department. What can you do with a man like that? (Gordon B. Dunlap to
Juan Bueno. 10 December 1959.)
Throughout the years, Jackson remained loyal to the people that patronized his
theaters. By 1959, at seventy years of age he shifted the focus of his activities.
According to the Clasa-Mohme distributors, “He used to be a frequent visitor to
our office, but seldom comes here anymore. Maybe that’s because he is getting
old and is more interested in trying to build screen towers for drive-in theatres
and doing other heavy construction work, and in inventing new things.” (Ibid.)
While Stout pursued this line of business through his own “Jackson Cineramic
Screen Frame Co.”, Beatrice Jackson dutifully continued to run the theaters.
Towards the end of the fifties, a change in audiences’ preferences was taking
place. The new generation of Mexican-Americans grew accustomed to
Hollywood entertainment, including television, and paid less attention to
Spanish-language shows. This is illustrated in a letter by Horace Salinas, who
was the booking agent for the Jackson theaters.
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Only fragments have been left from the once successful Teatro Alameda. (Piece donated to AFA by
Homero Vera).
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Business has been very, very bad around here and our box office reports
have shown it. But with every cent that Mr. and Mrs. Jackson have
invested in the theatres it is very hard just to close the doors and so we
keep going with a prayer for a better break in the near future. We have
tried first showing the Spanish feature, and it failed as we get a lot of
people that come in just for the American feature... As you know, it was
Mr. Jackson who pioneered this area with Spanish pictures... In fact, he
opened the market for them, as he was the only one who had faith in
them. As long as there was no competition the film exchanges played
along with us. But now, with all these cheap drive-ins around us we only
get subtle threats as to what will happen... We hope things will improve.
And with such a hope we expect to raise our prices beginning next year.
We either rise from the melee or we sink completely. (Ibid.)
The new decade of the sixties saw the decline of Spanish-language entertainment
in the United States. The Teatro Carpa in Kingsville closed in 1963 and remained
vacant until 1981, when it was sold to the Sociedad Católica Mutualista de la
Purísima Virgen. The building constructed by Jackson has survived with minor
alterations; it is rented out to the community for special events and parties. The
Teatro Carpa in Robstown, unfortunately, caught fire in 1966 and was destroyed.
Included in the losses were most of Jackson’s old archives and mementos. In
1967, Clyde Dodson, a businessman from Nebraska, came to Falfurrias and took
the Teatro Alameda. He redecorated the theater and Beatrice Jackson continued
operating it under a lease. Finally, in 1976 Stout Jackson died and a few years
later his wife Beatrice left the area. Other people continued running the Teatro
Alameda, but in 1990 it quit showing Mexican movies. The main distribution
company for Spanish-language motion pictures in the U.S. went out of business.
The Alameda of Falfurrias remained empty and abandoned; in 2006 the building,
still decorated with colorful tile, was demolished. Some of the decorative walls
are now on display at the Historical Museum of Falfurrias.
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